DIGITISING
THE WORKFLOW
How SMEs that use vehicles to do business
are using automation and digitisation to save
time, cut costs and get more jobs done
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INTRODUCTION
Car and van fleets are essential for small and
medium sized businesses in a variety of industries.
Delivery companies, repair services and mobile
healthcare providers are just a few of the diverse
business types that rely on these vehicles to bring
their products and services to their customers.
While the business processes in each of these
sectors might vary, the major pain points regarding
the management of the fleet workflow remain
common to all.
At Webfleet Solutions, we conducted a global study,
speaking to car and van fleet decision makers from
a range of business backgrounds about the biggest
challenges they face. Again, and again, we saw the
same topics coming up: time, cost, communication
and customer service.
So, what can companies do to best handle these
issues?
This paper takes a closer look at the main pain
points for fleet managers and discusses why many
of them are turning to digitisation to reduce time
and costs, enhance communication with their teams
and improve customer service.
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59% OF RESPONDENTS
AGREE THAT THEY
SPEND TOO MUCH TIME
REPORTING WORKING
TIMES

ONE:
SAVING TIME
SMEs need to make the most out of their resources,

Across the course of a month or even a week, these

and that includes time. When you manage a fleet,

times add up to impact workflow efficiency. With

however, you handle a range of small though

members of the team kept busy, time is taken away

essential tasks every day that can quickly eat up the

from core business activities that could drive growth

hours. We asked our respondents who handle these

and profitability.

I COULD GET MORE JOBS DONE IF I COULD
AUTOMATE AND DIGITISE MORE PROCESSES

15%

3% 1%
41%

jobs manually how much time they spend on some of
these tasks. Looking at the answers, it’s easy to see

What’s more important is that managers are feeling

how things like quoting and invoicing can cut into

the effect.

your day.

WHAT CAN DIGITISATION DO?

40%

Agree strongly
Agree slightly
Neither agree nor
disagree
Disagree slightly
Disagree strongly

Increasingly, companies are turning to
software to automate these jobs, freeing up
time and focus to concentrate on delivering
a better service to customers. For example,
our research found that 26% of fleet managers
now fully automate expense management,
22% fully automate choosing and dispatching
drivers for each job and 26% fully automate

PERCENTAGE OF FLEET MANAGERS WHO SAY
AT LEAST ONE TEAM MEMBER SPENDS 1.5 TO 2 HOURS PER DAY ON

sending updates to customers.

49%

Quoting and invoicing
42%

Identifying and dispatching the best worker for the job

Legally required vehicle checks

4%

40%

22%

26%

36%
38%

Yet the vast majority still require either partial
or total manual input to handle these time-

36%

Keeping customer informed
Working time calculation and recording

11%

43%

Expense management
Communicating your daily schedule to workers in the field

THE PROCESS OF REPORTING WORKING TIMES
TAKES UP TOO MUCH TIME

37%

consuming duties.

Agree strongly
Agree slightly
Neither agree nor
disagree
Disagree slightly
Disagree strongly

The good news is that by embracing a
more digitised workflow, all of these tasks
can be taken off your plate. Not only that,
digitisation lessens the risk of human error
and miscommunication.
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While managers in every industry will tell you they'd
like to reduce costs, fleet managers are frustrated by

WHAT CAN DIGITISATION DO?

one cost in particular: fuel.

MY COMPANY COULD DO MORE TO REDUCE
FUEL COSTS AND CUT CO2

Data is the fuel for modern business efficiency.
One of the most valuable aspects of a more
digitised workflow is the ability to record,

6% 3%

store and track all the data being streamed

23%

25%

Agree strongly
Agree slightly
Neither agree nor
disagree
Disagree slightly
Disagree strongly

43%

back from your vehicles. Having access to and
control over this vital information is crucial
to taking steps that will reduce total cost of
ownership.
Data on fuel consumption, for example, can
be checked to identify instances of overuse,
while data regarding driving behaviour can
be leveraged to improve driving styles and

Unsurprisingly, fleet managers also feel, on a general
level, their vehicles are draining more money from
the business than they should.

reduce insurance premiums.
Many fleet managers are also using digital
solutions to monitor maintenance scheduling,
alerting them when a vehicle shows signs of

MY VEHICLE COSTS ARE HIGHER THAN
NECCESSARY

10%

4%

21%

31%
34%

TWO:
REDUCING
COST

suffers a costly breakdown.

Agree strongly
Agree slightly
Neither agree nor
disagree
Disagree slightly
Disagree strongly

While the negative impact of overspending is
obvious to anybody in any business, in particular
fleet managers are concerned that being forced
to pass on costs to customers might affect the
long-term stability of their companies. When asked
what factor they most feared would slow down
company growth in the coming years, a quarter of
our respondents cited ‘Being forced to increase our
prices.’

malfunction, so they can take action before it

1/4 OF RESPONDENTS CITED
'BEING FORCED TO INCREASE
OUR PRICES' AS THE FACTOR
THEY MOST FEARED WOULD
SLOW DOWN COMPANY
GROWTH IN THE COMING
YEARS
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As well as having trouble relaying messages to their
drivers, respondents also expressed frustration
regarding how drivers behave in the field. A majority
say they aren’t sure that their team is staying safe
when they take their company vehicles out on the

THREE:
CONNECTING
WITH YOUR
TEAM

road.

I AM NOT CERTAIN MY DRIVERS ARE BEHAVING
SAFELY ON THE ROADS

7%
13%

27%

21%

32%

Agree strongly
Agree slightly
Neither agree nor
disagree
Disagree slightly
Disagree strongly

The clearer you communicate with your team in the field, the smoother your workflow will run. Yet, for many

WHAT CAN DIGITISATION DO?

fleet managers, miscommunication is an all too regular problem.

I'M FRUSTRATED BY MISCOMMUNICATION AND
INACCURACY WHEN COMMUNICATING WITH
MY TEAM IN THE FIELD

6%
14%

20%

25%
35%

Agree strongly
Agree slightly
Neither agree nor
disagree
Disagree slightly
Disagree strongly

HOW NEGATIVE AN IMPACT DOES THE
INABILITY OF YOUR FIELD TEAM TO FOLLOW
THE ASSIGNED SCHEDULE HAVE ON YOUR
BUSINESS?

9%

All of this helps to create a more dynamic, flexible

digital solutions to streamline and simplify the

workflow, while giving the fleet manager and

way they manage their people in the field. While

team in the office a clearer, more complete view

messages and orders can be sent with greater

of how their fleet is performing on the roads.

clarity to the driver, the vehicles can send

17%

automated updates back to the office regarding

Very negative impact
Somewhat negative
impact
No negative impact
NA

30%

Modern organisations are using software and

the status of the order and the estimated time of
arrival (ETA).

44%
MORE THAN 60% SAID THE INABILITY OF FIELD TEAMS TO FOLLOW
ASSIGNED SCHEDULES HAVE A NEGATIVE IMPACT ON THE BUSINESS
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When you work in a competitive industry, new
businesses are constantly emerging, often with
innovative approaches that improve customer
experience. Even if you’re an established player,
you need to constantly out-do yourself to keep
customers happy to ensure they don’t drift to the
competition.
When asked what factor is most responsible for the
growth of their business, 60% of fleet managers said,
‘the quality of the customer service we provide.’

58% OF OUR RESPONDENTS
ESTIMATE THAT AROUND
1/3 OF THE TIME THEIR
DRIVERS FAIL TO REACH
THEIR DESTINATION WITHIN
THE FIRST ETA GIVEN TO THE
CUSTOMER

And, when we asked them what factor they thought
could most significantly slow down growth in future,
the majority told us they feared, ‘the customer
changing habits.’
Clearly, delivering a solid service to the customer is
key to continued business success, while not living

HOW CAN DIGITISATION HELP?

up to customer expectations represents a definite
risk.
Thanks to digitisation, traffic can now be
monitored and predicted with an excellent
HOW NEGATIVE AN IMPACT DOES NOT SOLVING
THE ISSUE OR DELIVERING THE SERVICE ON
THE FIRST VISIT HAVE ON YOUR BUSINESS?

8%

FOUR:
KEEPING CUSTOMERS
AND EXPANDING
BUSINESS

Very negative impact
Somewhat negative
impact
No negative impact
NA
40%

One obvious area where customer expectations
must be intelligently managed is ETA. Nobody
likes waiting around all day for a delivery or the
maintenance man. Yet, 58% of our respondents
estimate that around 1/3 of the time their drivers fail
to reach their destination within the first ETA given
to the customer.

are utilising this in their working processes,
calculating more precise ETAs for customers.
Also, communicating unexpected schedule

22%

30%

level of accuracy and clarity. Fleet managers

changes to the customer can be automated,
so they are always kept informed in the
quickest and simplest possible way if a delay
occurs. In this way, digitisation removes a lot
of the stress from the entire process for the
driver, the customer and the office team.

ABOUT THE
RESEARCH
The statistics used in this paper were gathered via
a survey of 1350 car and van fleet decision makers
in specific industries including (but not limited to)
construction, engineering, food and beverage,
delivery, healthcare, hospitality, real estate, retail,
telecommunications and utilities.
The survey was conducted in partnership with
OnePoll in the UK, France, Spain, Germany, the
Netherlands, Belgium, Italy, USA, Poland, Sweden and
Denmark.

LEGAL DISCLAIMER: The information contained in the Webfleet
Solutions documentation and online is for informational purposes
only and expresses our view on the subject matter. It should not
be considered legal advice on the subject matter. Furthermore,
the information contained in these documents and online may not
reflect the most current legal developments. You should not act
upon this information without seeking legal advice.

